Distance Learning Course: MAT 140.42P/C Survey of Mathematics

Course format: Teleclass/Hybrid

Textbook: Mathematics All Around 4th Edition (should come packaged with a MyLabsPlus Access code), 1256102776

Instructor Information:

Name: Heather Barker

Office phone number: 336-322-2197

E-mail address: heather.barker@piedmontcc.edu

Office hours (if any) and location: L131

Course Prerequisites: Take 1 group (MAT-060 MAT-070), (MAT-060 MAT-080), (MAT-060 MAT-090), (MAT-095), (MAT-120(S20803)), (MAT-121(S20804)), (MAT-161(S20916)), (MAT-171(S20807), (MAT-175), (DMA-010 DMA-020 DMA-030)

Corequisites:

Are campus visits required? Yes

Testing is completed:

Is there any additional software required for this course?

If yes, what is the software?

Do course assignments require use of supplements bundled with the textbook? Yes, see additional comments below.

Additional comments/preferences/suggestions: A graphics or scientific calculator is required. Having access to a spreadsheet program like Excel may be helpful. This is a hybrid course. Half of the learning will occur in the classroom, and half of the learning will happen online. A majority of the work required for this class is online, thus it is essential to have access to a computer and the internet to be successful in this course. It is essential that your book come bundled with MyLabsPlus. The ones that are sold at the bookstore will have this.